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Abstract
Background: Higher education is not uniform. There are significant differences between higher education systems among different countries and even among institutions in a similar education or system; therefore, identifying the various types of entrepreneurial activities helps the mission of fourth-generation universities.

Objectives: The purpose of this study was to introduce the most important educational strategies to move towards fourth-generation universities.

Methods: We systematically searched the international databases, including PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus, ISC, SID, and Google Scholar, until 2021 using some relevant keywords. Then, screening and selecting eligible articles according to inclusion criteria were done by two researchers independently.

Results: Soft skills training, sustainable development training, training business law, reviewing the continuous training of professors, promoting ideation and creativity to solve problems, development of interdisciplinary training, decentralization of government accelerators and deployment of private accelerators, privatization of higher education, and internationalization are the most important educational strategies to move towards fourth-generation universities. One of the critical aspects and perspectives of the fourth-generation university is the development of job skills, professions, and competencies and empowerment of students and professors in line with the process of national development and solving society’s problems scientifically.

Conclusion: This research’s analytical results help the universities design and implement their strategies to reach the fourth-generation universities according to the standard implementation models of the fourth-generation universities.
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Background

The university’s evolution can be divided into four generations, medieval or first-generation universities, Humboldt or second-generation universities, and entrepreneur or third-generation universities. Recently, fourth-generation universities have been considered to have extraordinarily active interactions with the social and economic status of the university. Today, universities are changing and moving towards third- and fourth-generation universities (1). First-generation universities were universities with the main aim of not pursuing new knowledge and discoveries. These universities try to protect and maintain past knowledge and teach students complying with church principles and beliefs.

However, in addition to teaching, research was added to the scope of second-generation universities, and the traditional structures of first-generation universities changed by introducing research programs in second-generation universities. Although the second-generation universities were very successful as a major part of creating the modern vision and emerging, they had been under pressure for reasons, such as increasing demand for education, limited governmental funds, the emergence of multidisciplinary research, increasing the area of
university and administrative formalities, and increasing global need for entrepreneurs.

The idea of third-generation universities was presented to remove the pressure, which was noticed in second-generation universities. According to the Cambridge model, unlike second-generation universities to research to increase existing knowledge, a new goal was defined as utilizing knowledge in third-generation universities. Also, in these universities, unlike the second-generation universities, there is a lot of competition with the industrial sector to attract students, professors, and research contracts, and they are less dependent on principles and government laws and funds. Research in third-generation universities is broadly transdisciplinary or interdisciplinary. These universities welcome the idea of consilience [agreement is broadly transdisciplinary or interdisciplinary. These laws and funds. Research in third-generation universities and they are less dependent on principles and government sector to attract students, professors, and research contracts, universities, there is a lot of competition with the industrial Also, in these universities, unlike the second-generation model, unlike second-generation universities to research to remove the pressure, which was noticed in second-generation universities. The fourth-generation university is well-placed global need for entrepreneurs.

Objective

Considering the issues mentioned above and the importance of new educational and managerial strategies to achieve sustainable development goals in societies, this study was conducted to review educational-managerial strategies to move towards fourth-generation universities.

Methods

Search strategy: A comprehensive search was first conducted using PubMed, Web of Science, Scopus, ISC, SID, and Google Scholar databases until June 21, 2021, to detect the educational-managerial strategies to move towards fourth-generation universities. To this end, the following keywords, either alone or by conjunctions of “and” or “or”, were used to find relevant papers with the concerned keywords in the title, abstract, and keywords sections: “Upgrade”, “Generation”, “University”, “Fourth generation university”, “University generations”, “Approach”, “Components”, “Educational” “Entrepreneur University”, “Smart University”, and “21st Century University”.

Inclusion criteria were all full texts that explored educational strategies for moving to fourth-generation universities, and based on this index, a wide range of published journals and articles in English and Persian on educational strategies for moving to fourth-generation universities were selected. To select the articles and extract the data, initial screening was based on titles and abstracts. The papers were evaluated independently. The abstracts lacking data were revised for full-text assessment. Then, two researchers individually assessed the full text of the articles and determined their fitness (Figure 1).

Two authors (A.S. and E.K) extracted data from included articles. Using STATA software, the content of the selected studies in the previous stage was carefully examined, and information related to educational and managerial strategies to move toward fourth-generation universities was extracted. The obtained strategies were classified into related groups.

Results

After searching databases until June 21, 2021, 1986 research articles were identified. Of these, 58 duplicates were removed, and 1928 articles were independently examined by two researchers. Initially, 1648 articles were removed after screening their titles and abstracts. Subsequently, the full text of the remaining articles was examined, and 280 articles were excluded. Finally, 58 articles were deemed eligible, of which 14 dealt with soft skills training, 9 with sustainable development training, 8 with reviewing the continuous training of professors, 10 with promoting ideation and creativity to solve problems, 6 with development of interdisciplinary training, 10 with decentralization of government accelerators and deployment of private accelerators in university,
According to the article by Zuti et al., the fourth-generation university includes a model consisting of two pillars called “education-research and third mission” (1). The first pillar refers to the traditional activities of universities in the field of education and research, and the second pillar, called the “third mission of the university,” deals with the economic development, entrepreneurship, and internationalization of the university. Combining the second pillar with the traditional activities in the first pillar increases the role of universities in improving the economy and society.

The fourth-generation university fits appropriately in the progress of university development. The most noticeable difference between them and other generations of universities is that they are highly strategic and planned because they can actively shape their environment. According to Table 1, each of the educational strategies extracted from the studied articles is a subset of one of the pillars of the proposed model by Zuti et al. for the fourth-generation universities, which each strategy is explained in detail below.

1- Soft skills training
By searching the workplace, we find that hardware skills are more important than soft skills, including problem-solving, creativity, efficiency, utilizing resources, teamwork, listening, and management. In most
Table 1. Evidence from educational-managerial strategies to move towards fourth-generation universities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillar</th>
<th>Education-Management Strategy</th>
<th>First Author (Reference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable development</td>
<td>training</td>
<td>V. Bikse et al (33), N. Budylidna (34), N. Errasti et al (35), D. Farrington and D. Ismaili (36), M. Guerrero and D. Urbano (37), R. K. Mavi (32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reviewing the continuous</td>
<td>training of professors</td>
<td>G. Secundo et al (38), M. VAMPA (39), A. Disterheft et al (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of</td>
<td>interdisciplinary training</td>
<td>H. Etzkowitz (44, 45), P. Savetpanuvong and P. Pankasem (48), D. Urbano and M. Guerrero (49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internationalization</td>
<td></td>
<td>L. Markuerkiaga et al (54), T. Minola et al (58), V. Ratten (59), M. S. Reshetnikova (60), C. N. Reyes (61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic need of a university graduate to achieve a job and accept specialized responsibilities of society is a skill. In addition, individuals in addition to having mental and physical abilities and educational level, need hard skills (laboratory, clinical, etc.) taught well, but little attention is paid to these skills. The need for a university graduate to achieve a job and accept specialized responsibilities of society is a skill; it means individuals in addition to having mental and physical abilities and educational level, need
behavioral characteristics, such as personality, type of attitude, motivation, and personal values that should be achieved by technical, human, and perceptual skills during the education period. Today, in all organizations and institutions, the model of individual and professional competence is used to identify these skills, and accordingly, required knowledge, skills, attitudes, and personality characteristics are determined to achieve every job (2); however, companies and businesses most of the time suffer from the lack of such skills in their workforce.

The existence of graduates who do not use their properties and are just waiting for investment injection to start their work is a serious danger to each country’s economy.

The base of this wrong culture goes back to universities, where students do not use government resources properly, and there is much dissipation in these resources, and no one denounces the issue. As a result, that consumerism culture replaces the productive culture, and a graduate student of such a university will never be able to create wealth, and if he/she can, will suffer for a long time because he/she does not know how to manage the resources.

In recent years, these skills have become the pivot of many valid universities around the world. Therefore, it is necessary to plan the actions in this field and combine “being a student” with “skill training.” Soft skills can be taught to students through volunteering and holding workshops (3). Volunteering is one of the best ways to teach soft skills because when students accept some of the job responsibilities, such as holding a conference, they gain experiences, such as crisis management, responsibility, public relations, funding, and attracting sponsorship before entering into the workplace (3).

2- Sustainable development training

The global document of countries’ sustainable development consists of three parts, macroeconomics, society, and the environment, and pursues seventeen aims. Sustainable development training is one of the most important prerequisites for sustainable development in society. Domestic entrepreneurship will not be achieved unless having a major and hopeful vision for the country’s future. Undoubtedly, students need to perceive the whole puzzle to understand their place in the development puzzle. Training macroeconomics, sociology, and the environment help students understand the development concept and increase their entrepreneurial motivation for the country’s development.

3- Training business law in universities

Entrepreneurship has grown significantly in the last decade, and new ways have been shown for newfound economics. With this development, entrepreneurship training has become essential. Since the focus of the fourth-generation university’s activities is on the axes of innovation, technology, and entrepreneurship development, utilizing university growth centers’ capacities is the main and unique solution of this approach. To achieve the issue, universities can design courses to teach entrepreneurship and wealth creation in the form of an academic course so that students do not face legal problems or even bankruptcy in their future jobs (4).

4- Reviewing the continuous training of professors

Adding technological training to the retraining of professors will update them. In addition to this training, it is necessary to remove and diminish the one-dimensional, article-based, and second-generation professors; the professors’ promotion bylaw and its promotion ways should also be reformed and increased. If innovation and technology are accredited in the bylaw, professors and students will be propelled in this direction.

5- Promoting ideation and creativity to solve problems

Numerous techniques, named creative thinking tools, have been developed to generate innovative ideas. These strategies have originated from developing goods and supporting competition. Meanwhile, there are cases, such as brainstorm, holding ideation contests, and awarding special grants to creative students and professors that make students innovative (5, 6). Therefore, the university is responsible for informing students and creating new knowledge that can be useful for human beings’ current challenges. Teaching these techniques to solve students’ problems and use their solutions to solve the issues of university, industry, and the health system is considered a reasonable step in moving towards fourth-generation universities (5, 7).

6- Development of interdisciplinary training

Interdisciplinary refers to new knowledge areas that study more than one sheer field of knowledge. Interdisciplinary is not a specialty, and no one can consider himself as an expert in this field; rather, it is a method of producing knowledge to manage the complexities and explore fundamental facts. In other words, interdisciplinary is a process of answering, answering to a complex question, which cannot be addressed through a particular discipline or a profession. Over the past hundred years, higher education based on academic disciplines promoted the pivotal discipline model of specialization. But today, another approach must be added to this field, which is the interdisciplinary approach.

Interdisciplinary is beneficial in terms of being interdisciplinary and rescues scientists trapped in solitary cabins and exhibits the values of technological convergence for society’s benefit (8). One of the top strategies for promoting interdisciplinary studies is paying attention to health-oriented disciplines and updating the curriculum of such fields in accordance with the interdisciplinary perspective because the main problem of current curriculums is that they are written with a focus on today’s technologies and use the physician-patient relationship model at the moment; However, considering the acceleration of changes in the current curriculums, they cannot prepare students to change (9). In this regard, bioinformatics and social
7 - Decentralization of government accelerators and deployment of private accelerators in university

Entrepreneurship and accelerators have an effective role in this regard; because universities need educational and financial support to create leading entrepreneurship. On the other hand, the government cannot meet all the needs, and the acceleration in private knowledge-based companies is better than the governmental part. The reason is that the remote part always maintains a high level of service to survive the competition (11). Accelerators of private startups have been established to educate and facilitate startups and help universities’ economic development. Therefore, the entrance of private accelerators in the field of entrepreneurship education causes the student to connect directly with the startup ecosystem, leading to the improvement of his/her abilities (12).

8- Privatization of higher education

Some researchers believe that the participation of other parts of society in financing higher education services has better results than the time the government is financing these services. While many investigations have emphasized the private part’s involvement in higher education, the government is unable to afford the high costs of it. Insufficient government capacity to provide higher education services leads to education privatization (13, 14). It can also refer to the emergence of a knowledge-based economy and the change in university applicants’ population composition, which has accelerated the move towards privatization in education (15).

Privatization is the process, by which the government transfers its duties and properties to the private part, which is one of the four principles of “structural reform” in economics. Privatization in medical education means that an organization presents education out of the governmental departments. Private educational institutions are funded in different ways and are under different levels of government control. It means that they can be totally independent or relatively independent or be profitable or non-profit and community-oriented (16).

Regarding the benefits of privatization in higher education, including improving the quality of education, independence of organization, supporting the laws and regulations governing these centers, the absence of high demands and ideals (political and ideological), the possibility of increasing the power of choice and managers’ decision-making, better and more practical choice, and increasing competition can indicate the need to move towards fourth-generation universities.

However, apart from the benefits of higher education privatization in medical sciences, privatization in education causes deepening of class gaps and social inequality and changes the educational function, science production, publication, and implementation of academic research according to society’s need for applications with the aim of profitability and material investment (17). Accordingly, to move towards fourth-generation universities, it is necessary to pay attention to the advantages and disadvantages of privatization and to carry out privatization properly in higher education.

9- Internationalization

Fourth-generation universities are institutions for strengthening scientific and educational exchanges between different nations and cultures (32). This role is due to two similar but distinct phenomena: globalization means unification, and internationalization means cooperation and partnership (33). Education in the international dimension is a relatively new phenomenon that has led to serious changes in education. In second-generation universities, internationalization was considered an individual activity, and the entire educational system was neglected. However, in fourth-generation internationalization does not focus only on the international transfer of students and professors (34), but all components and elements, including educational systems, areas of scientific transfer, curriculum and learning outcomes, borderless education, transnationalism, internationalization of research, and development of cooperation and capacity building are considered (35). A fourth-generation institution must accommodate student mobility as a result of internationalization (2).

Discussion

Today, fourth-generation universities, in addition to fulfilling the missions and duties of past generations, are responsible for meeting the needs and desires based on the knowledge society. However, the question always arises as to what conditions must be in place for universities to move towards local and global competition. The most important difference between fourth-generation universities is having a strategic approach that can actively shape their environment. Modern economics require new teachings and applications, as well as the participation of society and economics in theory and practice (18).

In this study, the educational-management strategies presented in the related articles were classified into none categories: soft skills training, sustainable development training, training business law in universities, reviewing the continuous training of professors, promoting ideation and creativity to solve problems, development of interdisciplinary training, decentralization of government accelerators and deployment of private accelerators in university, privatization of higher education, and internationalization.

According to the model proposed for the fourth-generation university components by Zuti et al. (1), five strategies (55%) are related to the first pillar (education-research and third mission), and four strategies (45%) are related to the second pillar (third mission of the university).

Unlike the strategies related to the first pillar, the efficiency of the second pillar is related mainly to the factors within the university and can be easily achieved
with planning and proper and sufficient attention of the stakeholders. The fourth-generation universities are to some extent dependent on the level of the economy of the country and the region, in which the university is located, and these results are consistent with the model proposed by Zuti et al. for the fourth-generation university because the necessary infrastructure to implement the components of each one of the pillars is the level of the local economy (1).

According to the vision document (National Development Document) and the higher education sector in the country’s fourth economic, cultural, social, and political development plan, Iran has envisioned the future primarily in economic, scientific, and technological level in Southwest Asia. The general policies and twelve themes of the Fourth Development Plan include issues, such as “laying the groundwork for rapid economic growth,” “environmental protection,” “spatial development,” and “knowledge-based development,” which are the strategies derived from this is review can be effective in achieving most of the provisions of the National Development Document (19). Also, regarding fourth-generation universities, such as Harvard and Cambridge universities, in the first step having a sustainable education system at all levels (students, faculty, and staff) and then using financial support from various companies, conducting research work in line with the needs, internationalization and internationalization and attraction of local and international students who have the necessary mobility, the creation of new business enterprises through the inventions of universities, and the transfer of knowledge to institutions and companies are very famous (18). The strategies extracted from the articles are suitable strategies for moving other universities towards fourth-generation universities.

According to the educational-managerial strategies expressed in this study, the following issues are suggested:
- Officials and policymakers in the field of higher education are recommended to facilitate the decision-making conditions of universities and give universities more authority to connect with the private sector and industry through the reform of the method governance.
- Specialists and planners in the field of higher education are recommended to include economic courses in each field in the design and development of the university curriculum.
- Universities are encouraged to develop interdisciplinary culture and values through student associations by increasing interdisciplinary activities.
- It is suggested that universities use student and university projects to solve problems and cultural, social, economic, and environmental issues.

Conclusion

The post-corona world will be an arena of dramatic change and accelerating dynamics. The changes will be so bizarre and rapid so that the lack of proper planning and the slightest carelessness can lead to strategic surprise costs in political, economic, social, and even cultural areas. The future environment will be full of change and uncertainty; the only approach and policy that is likely to be more successful are new perspectives on business issues, the emergence of fourth-generation universities, and the actual use of knowledge and expertise. Elite and the elimination of the traditional top-down view will be in the structure of government. The analytical results of this research help the universities of the country to design and implement their strategies to reach the fourth-generation universities following the standard implementation models of the fourth-generation universities.
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<td>Part-time scientists</td>
<td>Professional management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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